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Abstract. Nowadays, there is a need to increase the continuous usage of the power electronic converters like AC-DC, DC–DC, and DC–
AC based on various applications like mobile charge controller and telecom base station. Also, for power stability control, these converters
are utilized in the renewable energy system (RES). The output cannot be stable for a longer duration due to the inappropriate switching pulse
and continued usage of the converter. For resolving the above issues, the soft-switching technique is implemented in the proposed system
for controlling both converter and inverter for proper energy stabilization during the continuous operation of devices. The main objective of
this work is to improve the solar power system using high voltage gain DC / DC converter. Similarly, an inverter delivers the continuous AC
power to the grid system without any fluctuations. The revolutionary substantial transformative control (RSTC) technique has been employed
to monitor and control the converters used in this system. The additional advantage of this system is battery-based energy management, which
is only utilized under necessary conditions. During the initial stage, RSTC will track the solar power, and it compares with the reference
voltage and produces the appropriate pulse to the converter switch. Based on the switching pulse, the full-bridge converter (FBC) will also
enhance the DC voltage by providing the constant voltage for the grid-connected inverter system. Secondly, the proposed RSTC controller will
be monitoring voltage amplitude and frequency of grid power system. If any variation appears due to source power fluctuation, the controller
will recognize it and automatically vary the pulse width modulation (PWM) of an inverter and compensate the grid power. The design analysis
and operating approaches of the proposed converter are verified by MATLAB / Simulink 2017b. The performance analysis has been done with
various parameters like total harmonics distortion (THD), steady-state error and converter efficiency.

Key words: high boost full-bridge converter; battery energy storage system (BESS); revolutionary substantial transformative control (RSTC)
technique.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, several studies have focused on the utilization
of solar, wind, water, biomass, and renewable energy gas, for
electricity generation. These RES are difficult to connect to the
grid system because the power generation from renewable en-
ergy systems is not constant. For maintaining the stability of
the renewable energy generation, a high-performance converter
with an advanced PWM control is needed. In this proposed sys-
tem, the full bridge converter with soft switching techniques is
utilized to stabilize the renewable energy generation. The pro-
posed method is designed with a grid-connected photovoltaic
(PV) system, and battery-based energy management is also im-
plemented; the effective operation of a proposed model is rep-
resented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Functional block diagram for the grid-connected solar power
generation

The proposed PV system needs a high boost full-bridge con-
verter and inverter for the stable energy transformation of grid-
connected applications. The power converter exchanges the
power between PV and grid power system. These power con-
verters should achieve a stable energy transformation based on
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two main functions: Firstly, ensure the maximum power point
tracking (MPPT), from the PV array which is generated based
on the atmospheric and load conditions.

This condition is analyzed using RSTC-based MPPT, con-
troller will provide the PWM to a FBC and stabilize the DC
power based on the tracking signal. The second function is con-
verting DC voltage into AC voltage by using the inverter. The
transformed AC voltage should always be the same as the grid
voltage and should consider peak amplitude and frequency of
the waveform. The proposed RSTC controller will maintain the
above parameters consistently.

The functional block diagram of Solar fed H-bridge converter
with a grid-connected inverter is shown in Fig. 1. The prime
function of FBC is to stabilize solar power and provide con-
stant input for the grid-connected inverter. The proposed RSTC
method utilizes the active tracking of the maximum potential in
the MPP system, which will initially improve solar power sta-
bility. The implementation of the proposed model will increase
the solar voltage up to ten times for grid-tie conditions. The
main goal is to accomplish a lower response time and higher
efficiency in the MPPT system.

The second stage is the function of the inverter using RSTC.
To ensure efficient use of grid-connected solar power, the in-
verter is designed to get energy conversion and adaptation func-
tions between the source and the grid voltage. The conversion
principle in these inverters is to use RSTC technique to provide
a stable sinusoidal voltage with the lowest THD and to main-
tain the peak output voltage of 620V AC to the grid system by
providing the proper pulse to the inverter. The proposed RSTC
will always ensure low THD, and it will maintain the sinusoidal
waveform of the inverter output under dynamic conditions.

The third stage of the process is battery management for
the continuous power delivery to the grid system. The bi-
directional converter-based BESS is used. The proposed work
is significant for its computational energy scheduling solutions
for grid-tied micro grids in a highly stochastic situation, which
includes a battery management system. The bi-directional con-
verter will maintain the charging/discharging state of a bat-
tery. The additional advantage of a bi-directional converter is
that it will work in buck/boost mode of operations. During the
charging condition, it will work in the buck mode to maintain
12 V for charging the battery. If the solar power output re-
duces to the value between (0-8) V, the RSTC controller pro-
vides the modified switching operation of the bi-directional
converter. During this condition, the converter will act in boost
mode while maintaining the 620V in the DC bus system. The
RSTC technique will maintain and control the battery power.
The proper implementation of all three stages is required to
achieve a high-performance converter and inverter with a fast
dynamic response with low THD and pure sine wave in in-
verter output voltage, which is more suitable for solar sta-
bility power generation-based grid-tie applications. The pro-
posed RSTC technique will monitor and control all the pro-
posed model parameters. The main contribution of this work is
to maintain the output voltage at different solar irradiance and
quick energy compensation of the system.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The proposed system needs to identify the drawbacks of the
conventional approaches that are given below for improving the
solar-based FBC with the grid-connected inverter.

An implemented single-phase isolated DC–AC converter is
applicable for low power solar power stabilization. In the cir-
cuit, the principle of using two full-bridge cells placed on both
sides of high-frequency transformer floating DC bus capaci-
tors and working on a dual active bridge [1]. Full load range
operation requirements of semi-dual active bridge and DC–
DC converter for battery charging through multi-mode control
strategy [2]. Phase shift control uses dual transformer-based
switches with minimum power and half-bridge output, and the
control law suggests various zero voltage switching (ZVS) and
reduces current-related losses [3]. For bidirectional DC–DC
converters with current-fed dual active bridges, it is recom-
mended to use the extended duty cycle control model [4]. The
current-fed power electronics topologies for wireless power
transmission (WPT) systems and its analysis are based on
charged electric vehicle applications [5]. The controlled tran-
sitional full-bridge (CTFB) and hybrid multilevel converter
(HMC) are suitable for medium and high voltage applica-
tions [6–9].

The three phase asymmetric half-bridge (AHB) converter
with torque ripple reduction and auxiliary MPPT algorithm are
used to improve the voltage stability of the converter [10]. The
aim of this system used is to improve the execution of the three-
level converter and its control techniques based on its sophisti-
cated function [11–15]. In this analysis, a full-bridge-modular
multi-level converter (FB-MMC) has been utilized to stabilize
DC voltage provided to grid-tie inverter for a continuous AC
power flow. In this analysis, a full-bridge-modular multi-level
converter (FB-MMC) is utilized for the stabilization of DC volt-
age provided to the grid-tie inverter for continuous AC power
flow. An analysis of implemented ZVS techniques in FBC net-
work zero and finite phase overlap operation [16–20].

The droop control technique has been used for the effective
control of the hybrid system [21, 22]. A multi-input converter
will actively utilize hybrid energy storage system (HESS) [23,
24]. Phase shift control is a significant control technique be-
cause of its easy implementation and stable performance in hy-
brid systems [25].

The output of the proportional integration (PI) controller cre-
ates the required grid to switch between full-bridge arms. Fi-
nally, the output generates the gate signal and supplies it to the
converter to achieve DC voltage stabilization [26]. To improve
conversion efficiency, the full-load operation performance un-
der a multi-mode control strategy proposes a semi-double active
bridge (sDAB) of DC–DC converter [27, 28]. The transformer-
coupled dual input converter (TCDIC) can achieve MPPT and
battery charge control while sustaining an appropriate volt-
age level at the load system [29]. Transformer-coupled boost
semi-bridge converters are used for wind power stabilization.
In contrast, bidirectional buck-boost converters are used for
charge/discharge control from the PV generation system along
with the battery [30–33]. battery management systems [BMS]
are responsible for making the best use of a battery’s remain-
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ing energy. BMS systems protect batteries from deep discharge
and over-voltage, which are caused by excessive fast charge and
extreme high discharge current, to avoid overloading devices.
From the analysis of conventional methods, various parameters
need to be improved, such as THD, steady-state error, and ef-
ficiency. The proposed grid-connected solar power generation
system ensures the improvement in the above parameters to im-
prove the system’s performance.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The proposed system includes two primary devices called DC–
DC converter and inverter, connected between the photovoltaic
array and the AC grid system. The full-bridge DC–DC con-
verter is initially controlled by RSTC technique, which com-
putes the maximum power and ensures DC power stability and
then the inverter provides continuous power to the grid system.
This condition will be achieved by using the RSTC controller,
which consists of monitoring frequency, amplitude, and sinu-
soidal voltage. If there is any variation in the above parameters,
the controller will provide appropriate PWM to the inverter and
maintain the desired values of those parameters. The controller
also reduces the harmonic distortion in the output waveforms.
In the third stage of the process, battery-based energy manage-
ment is implemented in this proposed system. If solar power
efficiently provides the energy, the bi-directional converter will
regulate and charge the battery.When the source power goes
low, the bi-directional converter will be discharging the voltage
from the battery and compensate the grid power.

The block diagram of RSTC technique-based solar power
stabilization is shown in Fig. 2. The proposed RSTC technique
monitors and controls the battery power under necessary condi-
tions. The purpose of these techniques is to optimize grid power
under source power fluctuating conditions.

Fig. 2. Proposed block diagram for RSTC technique-based solar
power stabilization

3.1. Design of PV array
Photovoltaic solar cells are made of P-type and N-type semi-
conductor material. The solar cell has a voltage based on solar
irradiance. The solar power equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.
It contains a diode, series resistor and shunt resistor in parallel

with current generator. Shunt resistance refers to the leakage
current flowing through the ground, which is usually very high,
about 1000 Ω. The series resistance refers to the internal resis-
tance tracks associated with the solar cell, and the series resis-
tance is 0.001 Ω. A single solar cell generates a low voltage
typically (0.5–0.7) V; therefore, solar cells are arranged either
in serial or in parallel manner to make an array of solar cell.
The proposed system has utilized four parallel combinations of
the solar panel.

Fig. 3. PV cell equivalent circuit

The governing equation for this equivalent circuit is currently
designed using Kirchhoff’s current law Ipv.

Ipv = Iph− Id− Iab , (1)

Id = Id0

[
exp
(

Vpv + IRs

nVt

)
−1
]
, (2)

Vt =
KTc

Q
, (3)

where,
Ipv – current through the load,
Iph – solar cell current,
Id – current through the diode,
Iab – current in the parallel resistance,
n – diode ideality factor,
Id0 – diode reverse current,
Vt – thermal voltage depending on the cell temperature,
Vpv – solar cell voltage,
K – Boltzmann’s constant,
Q – elementary charge,
Tc – instantaneous solar cell temperature.

While equating the shunt current as Iab =

(
VPV + IRs

Rab

)
by

combining the above shunt current equation, the complete gov-
erning equation of single diode (cell) equation is expressed as
below:

IPV = IPh− Id0

[
exp
(

Vpv + IRs

nVt

)
−1
]
− VPV + IRs

Rab
. (4)

The five parameters IPh, Id0, IRs, Rab and in (4), which are equiv-
alent circuit models of all single diodes.
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3.1.1. MPPT control
The MPPT technique analyses the operating point of the so-
lar panel. Also, it will recognize the MPP with quick response
and control to the converter. The proposed RSTC-MPPT system
will measure the solar power curve alienated in two sides, left
and right side MPPT. The deviation in current and voltage are
analyzed to get closer to the point of operation. Then specific ar-
eas of activity are formulated for solar PV panels and fine-tuned
reference voltages. Based on the tracking of solar power, the
RSTC controller will vary the PWM of the FBC, as represented
in Fig. 4. The fill factor (FF) is the ratio between maximum
power of solar panel and output at open-circuit voltage (VOC)
and short-circuit current (ISC). The FF determines the MPP ob-
tained from the photovoltaic panel. The RSTC controller mea-
sures the above two parameter values.

Fig. 4. RSTC based DC–DC converter

3.1.2. RSTC-MPP tracking
The RSTC technique-based MPPT is executed to track the MPP
of the SPV array. The proposed method will evaluate the V-
I characteristic of the PV system, defined by the equation of(

∂Ppv

∂Vpv
= 0
)

, which are the left and right side of the MPPT.

The formulation of the proposed controller based on MPPT
equations is given below:

Ppv =Vpv× Ipv . (5)

Applying the chain rule for the derivative of the generated solar
output, which is expressed in 6)

∂Ppv

∂Vpv
=

[∂ (Vpv ∗ Ipv)]

∂vpv
. (6)

At MPP tracking system,

∂Ppv

∂Vpv
= 0. (7)

The above formula can be written as the array voltage Vpv and
the array current Ipv as a conversionwhich is given in below
in (8)

∂ Ipv

∂Vpv
=−

Ipv

Vpv
at MPP, (8)

∂ Ipv

∂Vpv
>−

Ipv

Vpv
at the left of MPP, (9)

∂ Ipv

∂Vpv
<−

Ipv

Vpv
at the right of MPP. (10)

The RSTC-MPPT regulates the PWM control signal to the

full bridge converter until the condition,
(

∂ Ipv

∂Vpv

)
+

(
Ipv

Vpv

)
= 0

is satisfied. The proposed RSTC-MPPT algorithm provides di-
rect duty cycle control of the converter with a simple adjust-
ment. The RSTC controller provides a direct duty cycle control,
which provides an excellent stability feature and high energy
utilization due to the small effect of noise and fewer ripples
produced in the output. The sophisticated PWM pulse to the
converter will improve the DC voltage with fewer distortions.
The proposed RSTC has excellent tracking performance that
can be achieved under dynamic conditions with small oscilla-
tions around the optimal operating point. Hence, solar power
will achieve stabilization through the four stages of the FBC
operation described in the below section.

3.2. Design and operation of full-bridge converter
Figure 5 illustrates the design and operation of a proposed con-
verter, which consists of converter switches (Q1-Q4), input fil-
ter (C1), isolation center-tapped transformer T, full wave recti-
fier diodes (D1 and D2) and an output filter (L1C2). For analyz-
ing the performance of the converter, the following is assumed:
MOSFET switch is ideal; based on the PWM variation, the in-
ductor L0 provides an improved continuous current, and capac-
itor C2 will maintain the constant output voltage of a converter.

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of full-bridge converter

The solar system provides the source voltage (Vdc) to the
converter and the system output is defined as (Vo). The induc-
tor L0 will increase the solar voltage to the required output.
The capacitor C1 maintains the source voltage, and the capaci-
tor C2maintains the load voltage. The FBC contains MOSFET
switches Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4. The two switches work simulta-
neously and provide voltage to the primary winding (PW ) of the
transformer in every half-cycle. The center tap secondary wind-
ing (SW1 and SW2) provides step-up voltage to the full-wave
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rectifier (D1 and D2), which provides the DC voltage (Vo) to
the load. The output filters (L1 C2) maintain the constant output
with less ripple ratio.

Mode 1: In the mode 1 operation, all switches (Q1, Q2, Q3,
and Q4) are turned “ON”, as a result, the energy is stored in the
inductor L0, because its voltage is constant (inductor L0 voltage
is equal to Vdc). During this period, the inductor current linearly
increases. The transformer primary winding (PW ) is shorted be-
cause the Q1-Q3 and Q2-Q4 carry half of the input current ide-
ally. The output current of a rectifier is freewheeling through
D2, but the capacitor C2 discharges the voltage to the load, as
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Mode 1 operation when all switches are “ON”

Mode 2: The switches Q1 and Q4 are closed in this mode and
power is transferred from PV to load. This happens due to the
stored energy of the inductor L0 which will be flowing through
the Q1 and Q4 switches. Due to this, the transformer primary
winding PW and secondary SW1 are energized, and the energy
will be flowing through the diode D1 to the load system. The
energy flowing path is represented in the Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Mode 2 operation when Q1 and Q4 are “ON”

Mode 3: In this mode, all the switches (Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4)
are turned to the “ON” state. As a result, the energy is stored
in the inductor L0, because its voltage is constant (inductor L0
voltage is equal to Vdc). During this period, the inductor cur-
rent linearly increases; thus, freewheeling will occur through
the diode D1 and the capacitor C2 the voltage will be discharged
to the load system, which is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Mode 3 operation all switches are in “ON”

Mode 4: In the mode 4 operation, the switch Q2 and Q3
are in ON state. During this condition, the inductor L0 storage
energy will be flowing through the Q2 and Q3 switches; due
to this, the transformer primary winding PW and secondary SW2
are energized, and the energy will be flowing through the diode
D2 to the load system. The energy flowing path is represented
in the circuit diagram, as in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Mode 4 Operation Q2 and Q3 are in “ON”

Ideal waveform for one switching cycle operation of FBC is
shown in Fig. 10. The modes of a proposed full bridge circuit
are summarized through the above ideal waveform for the sim-
plification of analysis. In the above Fig. 10, it is clearly shown
that the mode (1&3) and mode (2&4) operations based corre-
sponding waveform of input inductor (L0) and output filter (L1,
C2) are described.

Based on the switching pulses to the FBC, the source (PV)
voltage will be increased and stabilized. All the switches are in
ON condition during the mode 1&3. In this condition, input in-
ductor (L0) is in charging condition, which is highlighted in the
triangle shape of the waveform, the output inductor current (L1)
decreases and freewheeling will happen. This condition will be
highlighted in a triangle shape in IL1, and also the output ca-
pacitor C2 is discharged. During the (2&4) Q1-Q4 and Q2-Q3
are in “ON” state with different half-cycle operations. In this
state, the input inductor (L0) is discharging in condition, and
power transfer will happen through the Transformer (T) and
diode (D1&D2) and also the output inductor current (L1) in-
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Fig. 10. Ideal waveform for FBC

creases and capacitor C2 is in discharging condition particular
waveforms are represented in Fig. 10. The common switching
operations for all the four intervals of the FBC converter are
summarized as below.

3.2.1. Mode 2 and 4 operations
When the switches Q1–Q4 and Q2–Q3 are in “ON” state dur-
ing different half-cycle operations, the charged inductor current
will be drawn through the switch (Q1–Q4 or Q2–Q3) based on
the modes of operation. During this condition, energy will be
transferred from PV to load via transformer, diode, and filter
circuit, so this mode is known as “power transfer mode”, which
is represented in Figs. 7 and 9. Figure 10, characterizes the con-
ducting device during this interval. The following formula can
be obtained from Fig. 7.

Vdc ≤Vo . (11)

For analyzing the step-up transformer voltage, the secondary
winding ratio should be evaluated, which is expressed below
in (12):

VSW1 =

(
NSt1

NPt

)
Vdc; VSW2 =

(
NSt2

NPt

)
Vdc . (12)

The total voltage across the inductor L1,

VL1 =

(
NSt1

NPt

)
Vdc−Vo . (13)

where,
Ipv – current through the load,
Vdc – the source DC voltage provided to the con-

verter,
VPW – primary transformer voltage,
VSW1, VSW2 – the transformer secondary voltage,
NPt , NSt1, NSt2 – primary and secondary transformer turns ra-

tio,
VL0 – the input inductor voltage,
VL1 – the output inductor voltage,
Vo – output load voltage,
iL0 – input inductor current,
i1 – output inductor current.
The ratio of the iL0 is

diL0

dt
=

VL0

iL0
=

(
NSt1

NPt

)
Vdc−

Vo

(L1 +C2)
. (14)

The current variation of the inductor during ON condition is

(∆iL0)ON =

{
nVdc−

Vo

L0

}
(∆t)ON , (15)

(∆iL0)ON =

{
nVdc−

Vo

L0

}
DTs , (16)

where, n =

(
NSt1

NPt

)
=

(
NSt2

NPt

)
and the PWM of the switch

D =
TON

Ts
for cyclic intervals of switches.

3.2.2. Mode 1 and Mode 3 operations
In these modes all the switches are in “OFF” condition, so
power is not transmitted from PV to load. During this condi-
tion, inductor iL1 current linearly decreases; thus, freewheeling
will occur through the diode D2 and D1 based on mode 1 and
mode 3 operations, which are represented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8.

The voltage variation of the inductor L1 is expressed as

diL1

dt
=
−Vo

L1
. (17)

During the half-cycle period of the switches, the variation in L1
the inductor current is assumed as

(∆iL1)OFF =
−Vo

L1
(∆t)OFF , (18)

TOFF =

(
Ts

2

)
−TON = 0.5Ts−TON , (19)

TON = 0.5Ts−TON . (20)

The TOFF and TON is the half-cycle period of the switches in
mode 2 and mode 4, respectively.
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In (20), 0.5 denotes the switching delay of the inverter to
turn “OFF” and “ON” between the modes of operations. The
deviation of the inductor current is obtained by (18), which is
given as the substitution (19),

(∆iL1)OFF =
−Vo

L1
(0.5−D)Ts . (21)

Change of inductor current on the output side is zero during the

stable half period
(

Ts

2

)
is given by

(∆iL1)ON +(∆iL1)OFF = 0. (22)

By substituting (14) and (19) in (20):{
(nVdc−Vo)DTs

L1

}
+

{
(0.5−D)VoTs

L1

}
= 0. (23)

Solving (23) results in

Vo = 2DnVdc . (24)

From (24), it is clear to determine that the gain voltage is
obtained by varying the switching DTs switching cycle of the
converter with the constant switching frequency of 5 kHz. The
inductor L1 will reduce ripple current to its appropriate value.
In addition, the inductor current increases linearly, which is ex-
pressed by

(∆iL1)ON =

{
nVdc−

Vo

L1

}
(∆t)ON , (25)

(∆iL1)ripple =

{
nVdc−

Vo

L1

}
TON . (26)

Similarly, the inductor current reduces as per (25) during DTs

to Ts, in this period, all the switches are in “ON” state.

iL1,min− iL1,max =
−Vo

L1
(0.5−D)Ts , (27)

(∆iL1)ripple =
Vo

L1
(0.5−D)Ts . (28)

The output of L1 is provided in the below equation:

L1 = (0.5−D)
VoTs

(∆iL1)ripple
. (29)

In mode 2 and mode 4 operations, the output inductor current
iL1 is shown in Fig. 10. The DC ripple voltage responsible for
the output is obtained from the deviation

∆Vo =
∆Q
C2

, (30)

where ∆Q is the iL1 the inductor in charging state and ∆Vo is
the amplitude of the output voltage. In Fig. 10, the triangle area

represents the positive inductor current, which is equated as

∆Q =

{ 1
2

(
Ts

4

)
(∆iL1)

2

}
. (31)

The limitation between the CCM and the DCM can be ac-
complished when the inductor current iL1 arrives at zero toward
the end of the OFF condition. The normal current during the
limit state of the inductor is given in (32),

iL1 = i0

(
∆iL1

2

)
. (32)

The ripple voltage of the FBC is reduced by the capacitor C2
which is expressed in the (33) and the stabilized DC voltage is
given to both inverter and battery charger.

C2 =

{
TsiL1

8
(∆Vo)ripple

}
. (33)

3.3. Battery energy storage system
The essential requirement of the BESS is to meet the required
load voltage provided to the grid system. Based on this, the
boosting operation of the bi-directional converter will improve
the battery voltage. When the renewable system is not sufficient
to run the load system, the battery-based energy storage system
will compensate for the load. If the renewable system gener-
ates sufficient power to run the load, the battery is in a charging
condition. In this condition, the bi-directional converter will act
like a buck converter. The charging and discharging of a bat-
tery are computed by using (34) and this condition is controlled
by the proposed RSTC controller. Figure 11 shows the circuit
diagram of a bi-directional converter.

Ba(t) = Ba(t +1)+
(
Ba(t−1)+Ba(t−2)

)
·Cbat. (34)

Fig. 11. Bi-directional DC–DC converter

During the battery charging mode, the Q5 switch turns to
“ON”, Q6 turns to “OFF”, and the diode D6 is in the reverse
state. In this condition, the L5 the inductor current is charged
up linearly, also the capacitor C3 is charged, and the resistance
R1 will drop the voltage, which is adequate for the charging of
the battery Vba.
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When discharging, the Q6 switch turns to “ON”, Q5 turns to
“OFF”, the current in L5 is reduced to zero, and then charges
polarity. In this state, the voltage across the filtering inductor
L5 is expressed as VL5 = −V0 +Vba. When both switches are
turned off, the diode D5 starts conducting. At this stage, the L5
inductor voltage is expressed as VL5 =V0−Vba. In this state, L5
is discharging and flows through the diode D5, the capacitor C3
will reduce the ripple voltage across V0 during the discharging
condition.

The state of charge (SOC) depends on the power supplied by
the full bridge DC–DC converter, which has been computed by
employing the following conditions:

(i) For charging mode,

SOC(t) = SOC(t +1)+
Bbat(t)Bcharing

PN
×100. (35)

(ii) For discharging mode,

SOC(t) = SOC(t−1)+
Bbat(t)Bdischarging

PN
×100, (36)

where, SOC(t) is a charging and discharging of a battery, which
will be analyzed with the estimated battery capacity PN .

3.4. RSTC control system for the inverter
The proposed RSTC controller will monitor the amplitude, fre-
quency, and phase angle of a grid power system. The control
block diagram of the proposed RSTC controller is shown in
Fig. 12. From a-b-c reference frame to d-q reference coordi-
nate system, the phase angles of current and voltage are trans-
formed by (37). The error is computed from the reference and
measurement of d-q current, and the error in the d-q frame is
given to proportional-integral (PI). The maximum value of the
currently defined reference d and q component of the grid cur-
rent controls grid power flow. It is only used for active power
injection set to zero. The PI output is added to the feed-forward
grid voltage component and decoupling component to generate
the reference inverter output voltage. The output of PI regula-
tor is converted to use (38) α-β frames. The reference frame of
α-β and reference voltage of DC link voltage inverter SVPWM
are used, and the switching signal is generated. The reference
output voltage vector of the inverter (Vref) is shown in Fig. 13.
The reference voltage is the sum of components A and B. These
values are used to determine the field of the reference voltage

Fig. 12. Control block of the proposed RSTC

vector Vgdref and Vgqref. The function of the vector angle is cal-
culated in the below expression (37):

[
Vd

Vq

]
=

2
3

 cosθ cos
(

θ−2π

3

)
cos
(

θ−4π

3

)
−sinθ −sinθ

(
θ−2π

3

)
−sinθ

(
θ−4π

3

)


×

Vga

Vgb

Vgc

 , (37)

[
Vα

Vβ

]
=

[
cosθ −sinθ

sinθ cosθ

][
Vd

Vq

]
. (38)

Fig. 13. The proposed RSTC controller phase angle gain block

The change in every 60 sectors with reference to such sectors
of the vector, is determined based on the computed vector angle
with calculate the zero time “T0”, where T0 = Ts− Teff is the
time for which the switching vector is inactive for the state is
000 or 111. The inverter generates a combined voltage of zero
vectors with two adjacent vectors.

The phase angle of the grid voltage is used to evaluate the
RSTC controller, which is shown in Fig. 13. The grid angle
is considered using the q component of grid voltage. The refer-
ence angle is set to zero, and the switching frequency of inverter
is 20 kHz. The angular error is provided to the PI regulator and
the angular frequency it produces. The PI output signal is added
to the gate voltage to calculate the actual fundamental angular
frequency. The frequency of the grid angle is obtained by the
instantaneous phase angle.

The circuit topology modelled as a parameter analysis in
Fig. 14. shows that assuming three-phase grid voltage is bal-
anced when the switch is ideal, and the DC-link voltage is con-
stant.

Fig. 14. Three-phase inverter circuit
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Vd = L
did

dt
−ωLiq +Vgd , (39)

Vq = L
diq

dt
−ωLid +Vgq , (40)

where Vd and Vq are the inverter output, id and iq are the grid
current, Vgd and Vgq are the grid voltage, ω is the grid frequency,
and La, Lb, Lc = L is the inverter output filter. This system is
computed with a reference frame of a-b-c as given in (41)–(43)
for each phase. The Vn is the function inverter output voltage by
(41), which describes the leg switching states function, which
is denoted in expression (43), are shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Phase vector for RSTC

Vk = L
dik

dt
+Vgk +Vn , (41)

Vn =
1
3
(Va +Vb +Vc) , (42)

Vk = skVdc =

{
Vdc sk = 1
0 sk = 0

}
. (43)

In the above condition, k denotes to the inverter phase, and
K ∈ {a,b, and c} and s characterize the condition of the up-
per switch. At the point when S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 and S6 are 1,
the significant upper switch is ON and lower switch is OFF in
the inverter switches.

3.4.1. RSTC algorithm
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: Initially, all the parameters and variables.
Step 3: Compute the solar power.

Ppv =Vpv× Ipv . (44)

Step 4: If the computed solar power is varied below the thresh-
old region, the RSTC-MPPT regulates the PWM signal to the

full bridge converter until the condition,
(

∂ Ipv

∂Vpv

)
+

(
IPV

vpv

)
= 0

is satisfied.
Step 5: When solar power is adequate to provide a power sup-
ply to the inverter, V0 =Vabc the battery in discharging condition
is stated by the RSTC controlling the switching operation of the
bi-directional converter.

VL5 =−V0 +Vba . (45)

Step 6: When solar power is not sufficient to provide power
supply to the inverter, V0 6=Vabc the battery in the charging con-
dition.

VL5 =V0−Vba . (46)

Step 7: Sampling the reference phase voltage Va, Vb and Vc to
determine the switching time of the effective voltage vectors of
different sectors, where Ts is the sampling period.

Tas =
Va ·Ts

V0
Tbs =

Vb ·Ts

V0
Tcs =

Vc ·Ts

V0
. (47)

Step 8: Compute the value of Teff (significant switching time).
This is just the variance between maximum (maximum Tas, Tbs
and Tcs) and minimum sample value. This is a sampled three-
phase reference amplitude obtained after (Tas, Tbs and Tcs) and
the three-component RSTC algorithm.
Step 9: Calculate the zero time “T0”, where T0 = Ts−Teff is the
time for which the switching vector is inactive for the state is
000 or 111. In that time Tas, Tbs and Tcs for the switching of the
active switching vector of the corresponding sector.
Step 10: The time interval should be positive, so it shifts to the
positive side by adding an offset. The offset time is evaluated as

Toffset =
T0

2
−Tmin . (48)

Step 11: This offset and on time intervals will be generated
by the corresponding gate signal to the inverter. Therefore, the
duration of the gate control signal of the different vector is ob-
tained,

TVa = Tas +ToffsetTV b = Tbs +ToffsetTV c = Tcs +Toffset . (49)

The bottom switch is turned on for the rest of the sampling pe-
riod.
Step 12: Step 11 is repeated for the switching of the active
switching vector for all corresponding sectors.
Step 13: Stop the process.

The functional operation of the solar fed FBC with grid-
connected inverter using the RSTC (RSTC) optimizer is given.
The RSTC will be monitoring and controlling the full bridge
converter voltage and the grid-connected inverter voltage.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed RSTC optimizer-based solar fed FBC with grid-
connected inverter was developed using MATLAB-Simulink,
which is represented in Fig. 16. In this work, the RSTC will be
required to balance power and keep DC voltage constant under
different lighting environments.

Table 1 describes the design parameters and the ranges of the
proposed simulation model. Based on the above parameters, the
proposed system will efficiently provide continuous power to
the grid system.

The solar panel generate 41.2 V with the current of 8.3 A,
when solar irradiance 1000 W/m2 which is shown in Fig. 16.
The obtained solar voltage will be given into the full bridge
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Fig. 16. Simulation waveform based on solar irradiance 1000 W/m2

Table 1
Design parameters of the proposed simulation

Parameters Values
Solar power (4×350) W
Open circuit voltage (VOC) for 350 Watts
Short circuit current (ISC) for 350 Watts

1400 W
44.51 V
10.5 A

Full bridge DC–DC converter output
Converter switching frequency
Converter switch
Transformer turns ratio

650 V DC
5 kHz

MOSFET
1:6

Inverter switching frequency
Inverter switch

20 kHz
IGBT

Grid voltage
Grid current

440 V AC
5 A

Grid frequency 50 Hz

i. Bi-directional converter for battery
charging mode

ii. Discharging mode
iii. Buck-boost converter Switching

frequency

12 V 150 Ah
620 V 150 Ah

5 kHz

iv. Charging current and discharging cur-
rent values

v. Inductor L1, Lo and 3 capacitors values

Discharging current
value is 7.5 A
L1 = 10E–2 H
Lo = 0.3E–6 H
C1 = 0.01E–3 F
C2 = 0.07E–3 F

C3 = 1E–3 F

AC Load (3Φ Resistive) 1 kΩ

converter for stability voltage. Due to some low level of solar
voltage, the proposed RSTC controller will regulate the duty
cycle of the FBC DTs = t, t +1, t +2, . . . , t +n based on duty
cycle variation, the converter will stabilize the 620 V. The stable

DC voltage is provided to the inverter, which will convert DC–
AC. The proposed RSTC controller will provide the AC power
to the grid with fewer distortions.

The above Fig. 17 shows the solar irradiance 500 W/m2. The
solar panel will generate the 38.5 V with a current value of
7.6 A based on the irradiance. In this state, the solar voltage will
not meet the required power, which is needed for the inverter.
Due to this condition, the proposed RSTC-MPPT system will
measure the solar power curve alienated in two sides, left and
right side MPPT. The variation in current and voltage are an-
alyzed to get closer to the point of operation. If the generated
solar voltage is unequal to the VI operating point, the RSTC
controller varies the duty cycle ration DT s = t, t +1, t +2, . . . ,
t + n. The compensated and improved solar DC voltage 620 V
is fed to the inverter for DC–AC conversion. Finally, converted
AC voltage is fed to the grid system.

Based on the solar irradiance 200 W/m2 the solar panel will
generate the 37.4 V with the current value of 5.7 A, which is
shown in Fig. 18. Due to the low irradiance, the generation of
the solar voltage is also low, also the converter output has more
distortion in the initial time (0–0.17) s. During this mentioned
period, the RSTC controller will regulate the input voltage but
is not adequate to stabilize the voltage or meet the required volt-
age at the time duration. To attain the required voltage 620 V,
the RSTC-MPPT regulates the PWM signal to the full bridge

converter until the condition,
(

∂ Ipv

∂V pv

)
+

(
IPV

vpv

)
= 0 is satis-

fied. Finally, the stabilized voltage will be achieved at the time
of 0.4 s, which is clearly represented in Fig. 18.

The BESS is utilized under necessary conditions. When the
solar panel generates low power, the battery is on a discharg-
ing state from the time of 0–0.1 s. When the solar voltage
is increased, the battery will go to the charging mode which
is shown in Fig. 19. The proposed RSTC control-based bi-
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Fig. 17. Simulation waveform based on solar irradiance 500 W/m2

Fig. 18. Simulation waveform based on solar irradiance 200 W/m2

directional converter will operate in two modes of operation
(i) charging mode, (ii) discharging mode; both of these mode
operations are based on the solar power generation.

Table 2 represents the performance analysis of the proposed
system based on steady-state error, THD and overall efficiency.

Table 2
Performance analysis of the proposed system

Methods
Steady state error

(per unit)
THD (%) Efficiency (%)

PID [31] 0.856 7.23 88.7

RSTC 0.27 2.88 91.4

Steady-state error for full bridge converter:

The feedback control system is used to compensate the un-
necessary input signals and compensate for the system.

ec(t) =
Estimated output

Number of the deviated output
of the converter

, (50)

where, ec(t) is a system error.

Voltage deviation in the converter output = 320 + 680 + 640
+ 630 = 2270 V,
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Fig. 19. Simulation waveform for battery

Estimated output = 620 V, ec(t) =
620
2270

= 0.27,

THD(%) =

∞

∑
n=2

harmonics + noise

fundamental
. (51)

Efficiency formula for the FBC:

η(%) =
Maximum possible output

Actual Input
× 100%. (52)

Actual input power = 1400 W,
Number of solar panels = 4,
One solar panel rating = 350 W,
Maximum possible output = 620 V ×2.06 A = 1280 W,

η(%) =
1280
1400

×100% = 0.914×100%,

Efficiency = 91.4%.

5. CONCLUSION
This system utilizes the RSTC optimizer for solar fed FBC and
grid-connected inverter for effective energy management sys-
tems in smart grid application. The simulation has been done
with FBC and tested with different light conditions. The simu-
lation results provide the guidelines to keep up the parameters
of solar power generation with BESS. The purpose of this sys-
tem is to decrease operating costs and environmental impact of
micro grids, which will increase the efficiency of power gen-
eration system. The primary purpose of full bridge converter
is to stabilize the solar power and provide constant input for
the grid-connected inverter. The proposed RSTC method uti-
lizes the active tracking of the maximum potential in the MPP
system, which will initially improve solar power stability. The
FBC will be operated in four modes, to maintain required out-
put voltage at 620 V. Based on the modes of operation, the solar

voltage will be improved by reducing the switching stress of the
FBC. A constant switching frequency of 5 kHz is applied to the
converter switches, which diminishes the distortion in the con-
verter output.

The second stage is the function of the inverter using RSTC.
To ensure efficient use of grid-connected solar power, the in-
verter is designed with energy conversion and adaptation func-
tions between the source and the grid voltage. The RSTC con-
troller analyses the difference between vector voltages and re-
spective reference voltages at the sampling period. The RSTC
will maintain PWM of the inverter, if the inverter output volt-
ages are equal to grid voltages; otherwise, the gate control sig-
nal varied at different vector voltage is obtained from the in-
verter. To reduce the total harmonics distortion and switching
stress of the inverter, the 20 kHz constant switching frequency
is applied. Due to this function, the system’s overall power qual-
ity will be improved.

The third stage of the process is battery management for
the continuous power delivery to the grid system. The bi-
directional converter-based BESS is used. The main goal of
this system is to deliver power only when it is extremely neces-
sary. The bi-directional converter performs charging /discharg-
ing of battery. During the charging condition, it will work in
the buck mode to maintain 12 V for charging the battery. If
the solar power output reduces to the value between (0-8) V,
the RSTC controller provides the modified switching operation
of the bi-directional converter. During this condition, the con-
verter operates in boost mode while maintaining the 620V in
the DC bus system. The RSTC technique will maintain and con-
trol the battery power. The proper implementation of all three
stages attains high-performance converter and inverter with fast
dynamic response with low THD and pure sine wave in in-
verter output voltage, which is more suitable for stability so-
lar power generation based grid-tie applications. The proposed
RSTC technique will monitor and control all the proposed
model parameters. This work’s main contribution is to main-
tain the output voltage at different solar irradiance and quick
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energy compensation of the system. The RSTC optimizer con-
trol ensures energy management between renewable energy and
the grid power system. The simulation results confirmed that
the proposed RSTC controller has attained high operating per-
formance with the evaluated parameters like steady-state con-
dition 0.27(per unit) and THD of 2.88 (%), which is low when
compared with the conventional PID control technique.
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